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Total control

Sugarrusl1
Candy Land opens on
campus at breezeway

UCF sits pretty in C-USA standings
after beating ECU -sEEsPoRTs,As
Halloween

locale -SEE NEWS,A2

Med student aids homeless
I Giving up shoes starts philanthropy
I

LAURA NEWBERRY
Contributing Writer

Reid Green, a first year
medical student at the UCF
College
of Medicine,
unknowingly started a
humanitarian movement
when he gave his shoes to a
homeless man
On Sept 25, Green was
volunteering at the Veterans
Affairs Stand Down-an
event providing food, shelter, and clothing to home-

less veterans-when a man
around his age approached
him, looking for shoes.
''His shoes were tom up
and almost falling off his
feet. We didn't have anything for him, though,"
Green said. "I felt really
overwhelmed. I needed to
help him out."
A few moments after the
homeless vet walked away,
Green decided to take
action. Green tapped the
man on his shoulder, took

him to the side, and proceeded to give the vet the
shoes he was wearing at the
time.
"He actually offered to
give me his shoes in return."
Green said. "He was so
thankful, you could tell how
much it meant to him."
Bessie Lamb, a drug
court coordinator for Seminole County, volunteered
alongside Green at the VA
Stand Down and witnessed
Green's generosity first-

hand. "I left for a short while
to get water for the volunteers. When I got back, Reid
was volunteering in his
socks, standing on the wet
concrete," Smith said.
"Everyone
there
was
amazed by what he had
done."
When Reid went home
that night, he called his
mother, Randi Green, to tell
her about what had happened that day at the VA
Stand Down.

Celebrating the Veterans

PLEASE SEE
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Reid Green volunteered at Veteran
Affairs Stand Down in Orlando.

CBAalumni
inducted into

Breaking
news on
your cell

HallofFame
Three alumni honored

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

REBEKAH KUBIK
Contributing Writer

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

INFO SESSION FOR

NURSING-PENDING
STUDENTS

The UCF nursing program will be
hosting an information session for
students interested in applying for
the nursing program. UCF's
nursing program is designed to be
limited-access.

JASON GREENE/ UCF NEWS& INFO

UCF ROTC students place wreaths beside the Veteran Commemorative Site at the end of the opening ceremony Oct. 29. The site, located
at the south end of Memory Mall, has been a year in the making.

Veterans
honored in
on-campus
dedication
ceremony

LOCAL&STATE, A2

SHUTTLE LEAK
REPAIRED, LAUNCH
ONFORWED.
NASA's countdown clocks are
ticking toward the final launch
of space shuttle Discovery. The
countdown began Sunday
afternoon, two days late, after
the shuttle was declared safe.

ATLEAST2O
GREYHOUNDS FOUND
DEAD IN PANHANDLE
Authorities are investigating the
deaths of at least 20 dogs at a
greyhound park in the
Panhandle. The dogs'trainer
was arrested on Friday and
charged with animal cruelty.
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KEVIN HERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer

Sherman Perez never
expected UCF to recognize the
work of veterans, but on the
' morning of Oct 29, the senior
public administration major
wit-

nessed just that
More than a year in the
making, the south end ofMemory Mall now displays a Veterans Commemorative Site that
more than 500 people - veterans, their family members and
students included - witnessed
the dedication 0£
"I'm shocked that they actually put up a site honoring Veteran's," said
Perez,
who

G

For more photos
of the ceremony:
WW-N.UCFNews.com

has been in the army since
2002 and a student a UCF since
2008. "It's not a normal thing
across campuses. I feel really
good about it.'"
At the center ofthe site is an
80-foot flagpole that flies a 12
feet by 18 feet American flag 24
hours a day seven days a week.
Extending from the center of
the flagpole are five white marble columns that have the seals
of the Army, Navy, Marines,
Coast Guard and Air Force
engraved at the end of them
with a quote "Inhonorofall the
dedicated patriots who couraPLEASE SEE SITE ONA7

UCF's College of Business inducted three
more ofits most esteemed alumni into the College ofBusiness Hall of Fame, bringing the total
to 56 inductees since its inception, at the 12th
annual ceremony Friday.
George Gramatikas, Jeff Lagos and Jeff
Lehman were selected to be a part of the CBA'.s
Hall of Fame. The Hall of Fame was founded in
1999 by CBA Dean, Thomas Keon, not only for
reaching high levels of professional achievement, but for remaining committed to the col- ,
lege and the university.
"They are top alums, each of them in their
own right," said Joanne Chive, communications
director for CBA. "It's not just what they've
done in their careers. It's what they've done for
UCF as well."
Keon, who became dean in 1997 when there
were about 6,000 students in the CBA, said he
founded the Hall of Fame because he wanted a
"good way to show that we have some top
notch people."
PLEASE) t.l:
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UCF holds SK for
pancreatic cancer
AMY FOIST
Contributing Writer

Senior environmental engineering major
Kevin Callahan has been running in 5Ks since the
sixth grade.
In 2004, when his grandfather died from pancreatic cancer, he and his family decided to get
involved with the Pancreatic Cancer Action Network
Six years later, the Callahan family is still raising awareness by participating in the fourth
annual PurpleStride, a 5K run/walk to benefit the
Pancreatic Cancer Action Network, which will
be held at UCF Sunday.
"I think my story has become a common one,"
said Callahan, whose grandmother is battling
breast cancer. "Just about everyone knows someone who has been affected by cancer."
Callahan will be participating with his grandPLEASE SEE

EVENT'S ONA6
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Nursing infonnation session
prepares potential students
Staff will be there to
inform students about the
application
process,
including required courses and grades.
Attendance is not
required of those who are
planning on applying, but
is strongly encouraged.
The event will be held
off-campus at University
Tower Room 602 from 10
am. to 12 p.m. on Nov. 2.
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Allies Advance workshop
raises GLBTQ awareness

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

Editor-in-Chief
Emre Kelly x213

The Allies Program
will be holding a workshop for anyone interested
in joining.
The group aims to
combat homophobia and
to gather support and raise
awareness of the GLBTQ
community.
It will be held Nov. 2
from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
Room 316 of the Student
Union.
The event is open to all
students, faculty, and staff
who have an interest in
joining Allies.
Please
RSVP to
zmostofi@mail.uc£edu.

CFF.editor@gmailcom
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Sophomore micro and molecular biology major Nicole Lacek scoops chocolate-covered pretzels at Candy Land's new location on campus.
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Online News Editor
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Opinions Editor
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Breezeway gets a sugar rush with Candy Land's opening

Opinions.CFF@gmail.com

JACKIE GILOVOY

Danny Aiello x215
Mike Balducci x215

Sports Editors

Contributing Writer

Halloween is over, but
when their candy stash starts
to run low, UCF students
won't need to leave campus
to satisfy their sweet tooth.
Candy Land, located
across from the Bookstore in
the John T. Washington Center, opened Oct. 29.
Amir Dhanji, Candy
Land's owner, priced the
candy, which includes chocolates, gummies, sour candies,
candy bars and protein bars,
with students in mind. Onefourth of a pound costs $1.99,
and customers can mix whatever candies they want in the
same bag.
Dhanji, who owns five
other food vendors that are
located in the Student Union,
hopes Candy Land will be
another popular option for
students when they need
something to snack on
throughout the day.
"This is like a pit stop to
.everything," Dhanji said.
"This breezeway has like
20,000 people walking in
front of my store.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Gas leaks push
shuttle launch back
A pair of gas leaks
resulted in back-to-back
launch delays for Discovery. NASA test director
Steve Payne says repairs
took care of the problem.
Forecasters put the
odds of good weather at 70
percent for the 3:52 p.m.
liftoff.
Discovery is making its
last trip to orbit Its destination is the International
Space Station.
Only one other shuttle
launch
remains
on
NASA's official schedule,
in late February. That will
end 30 years of shuttle
flight unless money is
forthcoming for an extra
mission.

Beginning in mid November, Dhanji said the store
would sell cereal for breakfast.
Students can grab a box,
similar to the Chinese takeout boxes, and fill it with any
of the dozen or so cereals
available, then add any candy
toppings. Milk will also be
provided.
Nicole Lacek, a sophomore micro and molecular
biology major, is excited to
have the store, though she
knows that candy isn't
healthy.
"It could be bad; it could
make us fat, but it's a good
businessr Lacek said.
Ricky Braxton, a freshman
music and sound production
major, rationalized the pros
and cons of having a candy
store on campus.
"Sugar gives you an adrenaline rush," he said. "It keeps
students awake in class."
Shapiro agrees.
"I think a lot of students
like eating candy for
studying," he said. "It
keeps
them
up
longer."
But
Shapiro
doesn't
worry
about the candy
temptations.
"We're
grown up.
We're not
kids anymore."

There's got to be a lot of people that love candies."
For the next two weeks,
the shop will be open Monday through Friday, from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m. Afterward, the
store will be open from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m., depending on its
success.
Daniel Shapiro, a junior
molecular biology and
microbiology major, was surprised to hear about the
store.
"It's fun; I think it's amazing," Shapiro said. "It's not
something you'd expect to
see at a college campus."
Dhanji's idea for a candy
shop on campus began in
July. He asked for student
thoughts on the store, and he
decided to follow through
with the idea after a number
of satisfactory responses.
Besides candy and protein
bars, the store also sells
drinks. Dhanji said people
can bring their own cups, any
size, and get a drink for a
dollar.

Dead Greyhounds

lead to investigation

The Washington County Sherifrs Office arrested
the dogs' trainer, Ronald
Williams, on Friday and
charged him with animal
cruelty. A local greyhound
adoption group alerted
authorities that Williams
had brought in eight
underweight dogs.
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LET US KNOW

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817

The Future is working to
compile information about
interesting and unique jobs
held by students for an article that will be published
this fall
Ifyou feel that you or an
acquaintance have an interesting job, please contact
us. Include a first and last
name, major and year.
Please e-mail us at
News.CFF@gmailcom.

LOCAL WEATHER
PARTLY
87F. Winds NEat 5 to 10 mph.
CLOUDY
Tonight: Partly cloudy skies. Low
High:87° 66F. WindsEat 5to 10 mph.
Low:66°

Full-time MBA Program at
Jacksonville University

•
•
•
•

·
·
·
·

All majors welcome to apply
12-month, daytime program
Spring internship provided
AACSB accredited

2011 start dates are
JANUARY 3 & AUGUST 22
D ecember grads- there's still time to enroll!
The deadline far Spring 2011 is D ecember 13.

To learn more, contact us at:
mba@ju.edu • 904.256.7459

dcob.J·u.edu
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Statistics: half of freshmen won't graduate
JAMES BENNETT,JR.

Other UCF students
weren't discouraged by
the numbers either.
Earlier this year, UCF
"I've always had a
freshmen Anasa Payne, goal," health sciences
Sean Thakore, Erin Gar- major Daniela Avellanerison and Jesse Romimo- da said. ''And that was to
ra walked onto UCF's become a physical theracampus knowing that pist. I don't think any stathey would leave with a tistic is going to get in the
degree and knowledge way of that."
that will last a lifetime.
Students are most
Unfortunately, half of likely to drop out of colthem won't make it to lege either during or
graduation.
after their freshman year.
This is according to
Most UCF freshmen
national statistics from haven't been here for
the American Institutes more than three months.
for Research.
"It's kind of discouragAn MSNBC education ing," said Payne, a nursarticle rep orted that 46 ing major. "Walking
percent of freshmen will around campus and
not graduate within six knowing a lot of faces are
years.
going to disappear, but I
"It's the ultimate test know I'm not going to be
of your
ambition," one of them. I go to class,
Romimora said after I study, and I do whatevhearing the statistics. ''A er it takes to do well in
lot of students, especially my classes. It's the mindlow-income ones, just set."
aren't willing to give up
Another reason that
some of the things UCF students have so
they're used to. That's much confidence is
what does them in."
because of the academic
Romimora, a nursing resources available to
major, works at Publix them.
and Hollister while
"We've had an 82-87
attending UCF full-time. percent freshman retenContributingWriter

"'G~ r-=rr~fcf,

directions to catnpu...;-, resourC£-i
. ,.,

tion rate at UCF over the
past three years," Student
Development and Enrollment Services Vice President Gloria Lauraeno
said. "Our reason for our
success is the programs
that we frontload for our
freshmen students. We
work to integrate them
into the university on an
academic, social, and
personal level."
Freshmen students
who are having trouble
can go to First-Year
Advising
Experience,
Student
Academic
Resource Center, Multicultural Academic Support Services, or they
could enroll in College
Success; a class that
teaches students how to
learn in a college setting.
Hospitality major Erin
Garrison likes the Supplemental Instruction
sessions offered by
SARC.
"I was doing well in all
of my classes except
physics." she said. "I got
some bad grades on my
tests and got really worried. But I've been going
to the SI sessions now,
and I'm feeling better

about the class."
Many are dealing with
the college dropout crisis
in different ways.
The state of Ohio is
moving toward a system
that financially rewards
colleges and universities
based on course and
degree completion rates.
Other experts are saying
the current dropout rate is
evidence that too many
students are going to college.
According to a report
from the American Institutes for Research titled
Finishing the First Lap:
The Cost of First-Year Student Attrition in America's
Four-Year Colleges and
Universities, the State and
Federal government lost
$2.9 billion in grants that
were awarded to students
who didn't return to school
for their sophomore year.
Robert Lerman, an
American University economics professor says that
the statistics argue that less
motivated, less prepared
students are better off not

going to college, saying
that pushing them to graduate may waste even more
money.
Lauraeno disagrees with
both theories.
''A truth that many of us
in education face, is that
you can't equate producing
a item with producing a
person and the quality of
life that they will have after
graduating. We aren't a factory that simply rolls students off of the assembly
line. There's a lot more that
we need to consider."
She also argues that
current high school students are more prepared
than ever.
"It's more competitive,"
she said. "I've seen how
much pressure these students in high school have
to take difficult classes,
take AP classes, be in IB
programs, and do dualenrollment just to get the
opportunity to get into
schools and receive scholarships like Bright Futures.
I think we in Florida are
tackling a lot of these

Eam.
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issues that a lot of other
states are just looking at."
Despite the statistics or
the future plans of the
state, freshman micro and
molecular biology major,
Charlie Dalton is not letting anything get between
him and his diploma.
"I'm only twelve hours
in now," he said. "But I
don't plan on stopping anytime soon. I plan to be a
doctor, so I'm going to be
here for a while."

-.
,

IBIA'PIDE Credit exo\ana'tion.
MANDY GEORGI/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Many services at UCF aim to retain the freshman dasses, hoping to help struggling students.

Bring a blanket or chairs and dinner picnic basket;
Hot dogs, sausage, popcorn & drinks for sale.
$7 plus tax adult, $2 plus tax child (K-12th grade),
Garden Members FREE.
Children 15 years and younger must be accompanied by an adult

•

1920 N. Forest Avenue, Orlando
407 .246.2620 • www.leugardens.org
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UCF Film graduate lands big with HBO
MICHELLE ARIAS

to his work," said UCF
associate film professor
Barry Sandler. "He showed
Alumnus Drew Lindo a real passion for film and
may have spent his college was a talented screen
years producing short writer. He was very
films, but these days he's dynamic in class and
taken his talent to a popu- almost always took comlar HBO show.
mand in class discussions."
Lindo worked full time
After graduating from
jobs all the way though UCF with a bachelor's
school, both as a test proc- degree in film production
tor administering Gradu- in 2006, Drew Lindo has
ate Record Examination now become a Writer's
tests and later as a Assistant for HBO's new
concierge at the Portofmo series "Hung'' which preBay Hotel
miered on June 28, 2009.
While in the UCF film
Even though it's one of
program, he wrote, direct- the most competitive
ed and often edited his industries out there, nothown short films.
ing broke Lindo's hopes of
His short film, Losing landing his dream job.
Toby, a dark comedy about
"Unfortunately when
a man falling in love with a you graduate, nobody in
software program, won the industry looks at your
best student film at the film degree and says, 'Yes.
Smogdance Film Festival You seem to be perfectly
and was chosen for the qualified to handle 160 milUCF 5 Stories DVD which lion dollars."' Lindo said.
was then submitted to var- ''You have to start all over
ious film festivals across again and pay your dues
the country.
and keep learning."
Another one of Lindo's
Another one of Lindo's
short films, Cape Chaser, a professors in the film prosuperheroes-with-benefits gram, associate professor
"dramedy", was selected Randy Finch said, "Success
for the Hammer Museum's inHollywoodistoughto
exhibit in Los Angeles for predict but even as an
their Fan Films screening undergraduate,
Drew
during the Masters of embodied a number of
American Comics exhibit qualities that are prized in
Lindo's thesis film, In the motion picture busithe Details, about a strug- ness.
gling artist coming of age,
In addition to a natural
made its festival premiere gift for visual storytelling,
at the Bend Film Festival.
Drew was ambitious, hard"I went to film school working and loved making
for the experience of people laugh."
telling stories and sharing
Lindo claims that he
them with an audience," knew moving to Los AngeLindo said. "In essence it's les was imperative. Shortly
a Baby-Hollywood Micro- after graduating, he and a
cosm. You make good fellow graduate from the
films and bad ftlm.s, people film program didn't think
see them and talk about twice about moving.
them and everyone is a
''When I first got to LA,
critic."
I was in some sort of imagHis professors took inary race to be the first
note ofhis hard work while one in my class to succeed.
atUCF.
What I've learned from the
"Drew was a great stu- professionals around me,
dent and really committed however, is that the race is
Contributing Writer

long, and fmding success
early does not guarantee
you will be here tomorrow," Lindo said. "Its
important to continue
learning and improving on
your craft so that when the
opportunities come your
way, you're ready for
them."
UCF alumnus Mathew
Fuller, who moved out to
Los Angeles with Lindo,
works for MBST Entertainment, a production
company in Beverly Hills.
He helped Lindo land his
first job on an Adam Sandler feature film in Los
Angeles.
"It's really about who
you know and getting your
foot in the door," Fuller
said. "I interned my junior
and senior year of college
and made connection's
with people in L.A. from
Orlando which helped me
fmd a job but also helped
Drew too."
Fuller claims that it is
great to have a
friend that
understands
the trials and
tribulations
of the industry because
they are both
going through
the same thing
and he fmds
Lindo to be an
incredibly hard
worker, very
talented and he
remains humble.
As Lindo was
startirig to work
in the industry, a
production coordinator he had
worked for on a
movie got the call
to work on a new
HBO pilot and
offered to bring
him into the production office.
As a struggling
writer looking for a

way into a writer's assistant position, Lindo said he
knew that starting on the
ground floor of a brand
new series was his only
way in.
Lindo spent the first
season on HBO's ''Hung'', a
comedy about a broke,
middle-aged teacher who
becomes a gigolo to make
ends meet, working in the
production office doing
administrative work. It was
in that office that he was
able to get to know the
writers and assistants in
the writer's room.
When season two
rolled around, he had
made enough of an
impression for them to
bring him on as a writer's
assistant.
Lindo says his job consists of assisting writers
with whatever they need;
notes,
lunch
orders,
research and supplies.
Most importantly, he is in
charge

of transcribing their story
ideas, pitches and scenes
and organizing them in a
way that makes it possible
for the staff to write scripts
based on what is generated
in the room.
He claims that he really
enjoys being able to see
almost every stage of production happen right in
front of him. Anywhere
from scripts being written,
to actors being cast, to the
buildings on the sets, and
even traveling to Detroit to
the actual shooting, editing
and broadcasting of the
series; Lindo is right in the
middle of the action.
"It's a dream job," Lindo
said. "You're surrounded
by professional storytellers
and it's your job to capture
what they're brainstorming in a way that is clear
and concise. These notes
often become the records
that the writers use when
they

l

\
\

\

I

write their scripts."
Surprisingly, the main
character of the show, Ray
Drecker, who is played by
actor Thomas Jane, went
toUCF.
Jane portrays the character Ray Drecker, a
divorced,
middle-aged
high school teacher and
coach whose dreams of
professional baseball never
quite materialized.
Lindo claims that the
character even mentioned
winning a baseball scholarship to UCF in the first
episode of the series.
Drecker decides that
the only way to get his life
back is to utilize r..is "winning tool" and start his
own business as a male
gigolo to wealthy Detroit
women.
Lindo says what's most
amazing about this job is
that the staff is primarily
former playwrights, many
of who are from New York.
He's found some invaluable mentors on this job
and his writing has been
growing by leaps and
bounds in the past year.
"We've begun working
on Season 3 of Hung for
HBO," Lindo said. "I feel
that this will be a great
year for me, and I'm feeling
a lot more involved in the
creative process."
As for life in Los Angeles, Lindo can't imagine
being anywhere else.
"I see myself staying in
Los Angeles for the foreseeable future," he said.
"There is an energy here
that is unique to the West
Coast. Plus, I love the
weather."
Lindo concluded that if
he could give any advice
to film students looking
to break in, it's this:
''Be the hardest worker in the room, always be
willing to learn from
anyone you can and
most importantly... don't
be creepy," Lindo said.

This year, Suzanne Kosmas helped pass the Student Aid
and Fiscal Responsibility Act, which helps students
receiving financial aid and makes UCF more affordable.

With the Student Aid and Financial Responsibility Act1 :
• Your loan payments will be capped at 10 percent of
your income. Saving students an average of $110
per month.
• Your debt can be forgiven in 10 years if you make
your monthly payments and work in public service.
· You can qualify for additional Pell Grant funding in
the next few years.

But Republican congressional candidate
SANDY ADAMS wants to repeal the reforms,
putting college out of reach for many of us:
1 CheapScholar.org, 7.22.10. 2 Repealit .org, 10.25.10

•
•
•
•
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Sweats for Vets project launches at YMCA
FROMAl

Lake No1µ1 YMCA. The
project, which will launch
"I wanted to do some- Monday, will target the coltlring, so I knew I had to call lection of warm clothing
her. I know how enthusias- and blankets for the upcomtic and caring she is as a per- ing winter months.
son," Green said
Tom Nadler, a veteran of
The day after hearing the Vietnam era and an old
her son's story, Randi Green friend of both Reid and
contacted the South County Randi Green, has done a lot
YMCA in Venice and began of the legwork required to
coordinating a shoe driv<! keep both the shoe-drive
for the homeless veterans of and the upcoming Sweats
Orlando.
for Vets project moving.
Within a week, Randi
Nadler takes time out of
Green had collected 300 his schedule every few days
pairs of shoes.
to pick up the donated
"I really believe in the items at the YMCA, and
inherent good of people if then store them in his
they're aware of what's garage until it is time to take
going on, and that's why it's them to the Orlando Veterimportant to get the word ans Affairs Medical Center.
out about this cause," Randi To him, the two-and-a-half
Green said"These people hour drive from Venice to
have protected our country, Or4mdo is worth the effort.
and it's our turn to help
"Kids spend all this cl.me
· them."
in Iraq, and they come back
Randi Green has contin- home and they have no job
ued to collect shoes in or place to live," Nadler said
Venice, and has rounded up ''When you're living out in
more than 500 pairs.
the woods, and you don't
She has also organized think anyone cares about
an additional project called you and you find out that
"Sweats for Vets" with the someone does because they ·

FREE CONCERT

took the time to give you a
pair of shoes or a blanket, it
might change your day. It
might change how you feel
about yourse1£"
Both Nadler and Randi
Green are surprised by the
amount of items that have
been donated at the Venice Beach YMCA. "This is a
pretty affluent era, so I didn't know what to expect.
But the response has been .
great," Nadler said
According to Nadler, the
majority of the shoes,
clothes, and blankets that
have been donated so far
have been brand new, tags
and all,
Randi Green hopes that
eventually, a similar amount
of support for the project
will be shown in the Orlando area
"Most of the things that
have been collected so far
have been brought from
Venic;e," Randi Green said
'"If we get enough support
around here, hopeful).y we
can move the project onto
the UCF campus and get
TINA RUSSELL I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
Reid Green, a first year UCF ·medjcine student, gave his shoes to a veteran, inspi~ing his mother to start a shoe drive. ·
sridents involved"

WWW.FIREFLIGHTROCK.COM

TOMORROW ·

November 2 at 6 pm
Lake Claire Recreational Facility
bcmlife.com for more info
Sponsored by Cam p us Faiths a n d M inistries
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Event's popularity results in location change
FROM A1

mother, mother, aunt, sister and
bis two cousins.
Their team, . Ray's Hope,
named after bis grandfather, has
already raised $625.
In the past, the benefit had
about 100 participants; this year
they have 450 registered, which is
why the location was moved from
Blanchard Park to UCE
"[The 5K] helps raise a lot of
money for research and to help
families in need," volunteer Diane
Germ.said
Germ and her husband. Andy,
are both volunteering with the
Pancreatic Cancer Action Network's Orlando affiliate for the
second year in a row.
"Last year we raised $59,000,
and we're ·hoping to raise at least
$75,000 this year," And!' Germ
said
This year's run will start and
end at Memory Mall It will circle
campus and the Reflecting Pond
Registration starts at .8 a.m., the
opening ceremony starts at 9 a.m.
and the 5K. begins at 9:30 a.m.
After tl;ie run,,participants and
families can enjoy refreshments
from Smoothie King and Subway,
raflles and musical entertainment
by DJ Junction 88.
The Paul Mitchell School will
also be there to provide free services including face painting, temporary purple hair and purple fingernail painting.
Knightro will be making an
appearance, as will local volunteers who are participating in the
SK, including Catholic Campus
Ministry at UCF, Most Precious
Blood Catholic Church, Good
Shepherd Catholic Church and
Oviedo High School
·
Of the 450 registered participants, 12 are pancreatic cancer
survivors.
Dennis Beausoleil is one of
them.
"'Ibis is my third 5K. run benefit," said the 57-year-old Beau~
soleil, who was diagnosed last
September.
According to Pancreatica.org,
pancreatic cancer is the fourth
leading cause of cancer death in
.t he U.S., and recent studies from

.Pancreatic
·cancer
One of the mc:,st serious.
cancers, pancreatic cancer
spreads rapidly and is
seldom detected early;
more men than women
are affected.

I
Pancreas

Pancreas
function

Organ length
.,__ _"""4· 6 in. (15 cm)

• Gland in the abdomen

·

Stomach

• Secretes enzymes that
aid digestion and hormones
· (insulin) that help regulate
the metabolism of sugars

Cancer
characteristics
Only minor 'symptoms
until well-progressed;
·hard to treat
Survival rate 3-6%
clinical trials have shown that 75
percent of patients 'die within one
year of being diagnosed
Pancreatic cancer affects about
33,000 people a year, according to
the Pancreatic Research Network.
Symptoms vary with cigarette
smoking said to cause a 75 percent

Causes, risk factors

• Smoking
• Diet high in animal fat
• Diabetes patients
• !\lcohol consumption ,
· • Chemical exposure

increase, even after quitting.
Celebrity Patrick Swayze was
in the headlines when he was
diagnosed with pancreatic cancer
in 2008 and went through treatments, but he diea 20 months .
after being diagnosed
Whether or not prominent fig-

Treatment
• Surgery
• Chemotherapy,
radiotherapy
0200911CT
SoufOO: Cancer Research
U.K., MayoClinic.c;om

ures bring attention to the illness,
Beausoleil has high hopes for the
5K. and others who are experiencing what he's been through. ·
"Th~y told me that I had three
months to live, and it has been
over a year," Beausoleil said ''Pancreatic cancer research has the

'

l~west amount of money co •
in, so this benefit is very ·
tant to help raise money."
To register for the 5K or
receive any information on
creatic cancer, contact
Germ at dgerm@pan
teer.org.

~~.~

•

•
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Keon: Days of UF ruling Fla. business done
FROM

Al

At age 50, George Gramatikas went back to
school to earn his MBA
and graduated from UCF's
program in 2004. Before
coming to UCF, however
Gram~tik_as had alread;
been significantly involved
in the business world.
After first earning a
bachelor's of science in
mechanical engineering
from the Wentworth Insti..,. tute of Technology in
Boston, he started out his
career working for General
Electric where he developed a thorough _k nowl- .
edge about power generating equipment.
In the early '80s, Gramatikas co-founded Turbine Technology Services,

a company that works with
gas turbine power plants,
and throughout the '90s he
served as president and
CEO, leading the company
to become a prominent
player on the market as an
independent
product,
service and construction
provider. ·
As a strong advocate for
UCF's Executive Development Program and a selfproclaimed "bleeder of
black and gold," Gramatikas has high hopes for
his alma mater.
· "I really want to see the
school reach its potential,"
Gramatikas said.
Jeff Lagos graduated
with a bachelor's degree in
finance from UCF in 1989
and first worked for AutoOwners Insurance. After

ten years, Lagos transferred to the Insurance
Office of America where
he advanced to president
of the company in 2008.
Lagos has served on the
Golden Knights Club
Board of Directors, the
GKC Executive Board,
been chairman of the GKC
annual fund raising drive
and has also served as a
judge for the annual Joust
Business Plan Tournament.
As a student at UCF,
Lagos played on the men's
baseball team, and during
his senior year they were
the first baseball team in
UCF's history to advance
to the NCAA Division One
regional playoffs.
"There is no place I
would rather say I am an

alumni of," Lagos said. "I
am humbled and honored
to be selected into the UCF
College of Business Hall of
Fame...[It is] one of the
highest business honors I
can imagine."
Jeff Lehman graduated
from UCF with his MBA in
1980 after first earning his
BSBA in 1978.
His professional career
has .involved successful
ventures in both print and
online media.
Lehman sold some of
the first online ads for
Yahoo, Netscape, and
Mapquest, he was the
Chief Revenue Officer for
two internet companies as
well as the start-up CEO
for another and has started
both a publishing and
design company.

He has also written two
award winning books.
Lehman's book, The
Sales Manager's Mentor, is
used in the Sales Force
Management class in the
CBA
Although he now lives
in Seattle, Lehman mentors UCF business students through e-mail correspondence and comes
back to UCF every semester in order to give guest
lectures and be as involved
as he can in student_mentoring.
Having great mentors,
avoiding the status quo and
finding emerging markets
to work in are my secrets
to success, Lehman said
"If we could have many,
many people with the
same interest in our stu-

dents, we would go that
much further that much
faster," Keon said of
Lehman's involvement
Keon praised all three of
the new inductees for their
"high,level of career success'.' and their !'major contributions to their profession[s],"
but
most
importantly, he praised
them for their "dedication
to the university and the
college."
As the evening drew to
a close, Keon left the attendees with some words of
confidence.
"In fifteen years you
will not be able to go into a
business in Florida and not
find a top level person that
is not a graduate of UCF,"
Keon said. All the days of
UF will be dead."

Site idea from UCF alum
FROM

Al

same marble Michelangelo
used for the statue ofDavid
geously served in the Unit"I think the site is amazed States Armed Forces" ing. It's gorgeous and they
under them in copper. .
did an outstanding job;'
The brick wall that said senior psychology
encompasses the other end major and Air Force Rare
of the site is capped with member Chelsea Gardner.
blue granite that has 21 "I like that it is at a ID$
marble stars that rest on it · focal point on campus. Vetto represent the national erans and their families
salute. The floor resembles don't get enough credit It's
the grid of a compass and good that UCF takes pride
the site's inteiior bricks are in Veterans."
laid in the "soldier" and
Alumna Evelyn Tonn,
"sailor" patterns of brick- who graduated from UCF
laying.
in 2007 with a bachelor's in
'The site recognizes the · political science, was the
contributions and sacri- originator the idea for the
fices made by an.entire lin- Veteran's Commemorative
eage of those who sacri- Site.
Tonn,
who
ficed for others," said Vice approached professors and
Admiral Al Harms, who Vice Admiral Harms four
was in the navy for over 30 years, found it unsatisfactoyears and is currently the ry that there was no recogvice president for strategy, nition of veterans at UCF.
marketing, communica- Her original idea was a
tions and admissions. "I plaque . in the Student
hope those who see it think Union which expanded
of the blessings ofbeing an and grew into what it
American and make their would eventually be buil~
own sacrifices to do their as.
part in maintaining peace:'
"I'm elated that it is
The site cost about finally finished," Tonn said
$250,000 and was paid for "It exceeded my expectaby donations and contribu- tions, hopes and dreams.
tions. The Carrera marble Students need to -be
used on the site, which reminded of the sacrifices
came from Italy where it being made so they can live
was also sculpted, is the the lives they have.."

Artist, sculptor and veteran Don Reynolds, who
served i.h the navy from
1962 to 1965, was the artist
behind the site.
He said his inspiration
for the site was the logical
patriotism of the five
branches of the armed
forces working together to
protect the flag.
"The structure resembles a cannon that is shooting peace," Reynolds said.
"It encompasses the flag
with the protection of
peace. That is what the armed forces do for our
EMRE KELLY/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
nation:'
The UCF Veterans Commemorative Site features five horizontal columns, each representing a branch of the armed forces.
He has also sculpted
"The Charging Knight'' in
front of Bright House Networks Stadium, "Enlightenment'' in front ofthe Teaching Academy and the Dr.
Millican statue in front of
Millican Hall
Reynolds' f1;>Urth statue
for UCF will now be visible
UCF ~ ~
to not only the more than
/
50,000 students, but the
1,000 or so student veterans
that enroll at UCF each
semester.
,
"It represents the brothers and sisters from past,
present and future that
gave their lives for us," .
Perez said. "It makes me
p'roud:'
/
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Are the classes you need next semester full?
Need a class to graduate on time?
Consider taking it at a UCF Regional Campus.
With classes in business, education, psychology and more, UCF Regional Campuses offer
you 11 locations to choose from and class times that fit your schedule. To learn :q1.ore, contact
an advisor at rcadvising@mail.ucf.edu.

www.regionalcampuses.ucf.edu

UCF 9 j ECU 5
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er'sseat
UCF·owns
its fate in
C-USAafter
winvsECU
DANNY AIELLO
Sports Editor

From opening kick to
the final whistle, the UCF
Knights played like the
game meant everything.
In what might have
been the biggest game
since the 2007 Conference
USA Championship win
against Tulsa, the Knights
came out and took control
of the game, leading from
wire to wire.
Running back Ronnie
Weaver once again led the
Knights (6-2, 4-0 C-USA)
on the ground with 30 carries for 180 yards and two
touchdowns, and Latavius
Murray added 47 yards on
seven carries with three
TINA RUSSELL/ CENTRAL FLOJllDA FUTURE
touchdowns.
Ronnie Weaver once again paced the Knight's offense. He had 30 carries for 180 yards and two touchdowns. His backfield partner Latavius Murray also had three touchdowns and
Freshman quarterback
47 yards on seven carries.
Jeff Godfrey was an efficient 8 of 12 for 159 yards
and two scores through
the air.
ECU (5-3, 4-1 C-USA)
. was l€d offensively but
back Brynn Harvey, who is
MIKE BALDUCCI
V quarterback Dominique
Sports Editor
out for the season.
! Davis, who was 39 of 54 for
"It's great to have rotaI 310 with three touchdowns
New storyline, same old tion," Weaver said. 'We're
and ah interception.
story. Behind Ronnie Weaver · only human, we go as hard as
UCF came out first and
and Jeff Godfrey, the Knights we can, but it's great knowing
scored on its first possesbeat the East Carolina Pirates he's back there:'
sion when A.J. Guyton was
49-35 on Saturday at Bright
The Knights again got off
left alone in the comer of
House Networks Stadium.
to a quick offensive start, capthe end zone for an 8-yard
The win ensures UCF ping a four-minute drive to
score.
controls its destiny in the begin the game w:ith an 8Kamar Aiken would be
Conference USA title pie- · yard score to receiver A.J.
the next Knight to score,
ture.
Guyton:
when less than 2 minutes
For linebacker Chance
After an ECU three-andlater Godfrey faked the
Henderson and the senior out, it took Godfrey one play
handoff and hit a streaking
class, the victory is their first to increase the lead to 14-0.
Aiken for a 40-yard touchagainst ECU. The Knights The freshman from Miami
down.
last downed the Pirates in Central High School rolled
Once the Knights went
2005.
out and hit Kamar Aiken
up two scores, they never
''Five years, man, we final- deep for a 40-yard touchlooked back, and though
ly got the win," Henderson down.
'
the game would get as_
said. "It feels great''
Godfrey efficiently conclose as 7 two different
Weaver averaged six trolled the offense, throwing
times, they never lost the
yards per carry en route to for 159 yards, two touchlead or their composure
180 yards and two touch- downs and no interceptions.
and finished off the Pirates
downs. The junior running He added 43 yards on the
49-35.
back was spelled by sopho- ground.
more Lata:vius Murray, who
The defense was staunch
WhyUCFwon
,
added three scores and 47 against the run, allowing 63
A powerful offense that
yards.
yards from running back GiaECU couldn't stop.
Head coach George vani Ruffin. The performThe Knights just kept
O'Leary and offensive coor- ance from the line forced
pounding the ball on the
dinator Charlie Taaffe have Dominique Davis to throw 54
ground, and the Pirates
employed the two-back rota- times en route to the Pirates'
couldn't stop it.
tion with Weaver, Murray 35 points: the most UCF has
On a day when the
TINA RUSSELL / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
and Jonathan Davis in the
Kamar Aiken celebrates after his 40-yard touchdown catch in the first quarter.Aiken's
PLEASE SEE N0.1 ON A9
absence of starting running
only catch of the game put the Knights ahead 14-0, a lead they never surrendered.
PLEASE SEE GODFREY ON A9

Weaver, Murray combine for five touchdowns

Seniors shine in regular season finale
JAMES BENNETT
Contributing Writer

•
•
•
•

Seniors Amanda Martorana, Kim
Newsome, Brianna Schooley, Christina Petrucco, Kacie Homer, Lauren
H;albert and Jaclyn Meade ended their
reg\llar season career as winners.
The seven seniors all started and
· shined Friday night, combining for
four goals and seven assists to lead the
Knights to a 6-0 victory against Southem Miss.
The victory gave them their second straight Conference USA regular
season title and their fourth title in
their six years in C-USA
"It really was a grind," head coach
Amanda Cromwell said after the
game. "It's crazy how competitive the
conference is this year. We went on
the road for some very tough games
against UAB, Memphis and Colorado
College. We went 2-1-1 in those games
and that was a huge part of why we're
celebrating tonight"
The Knights (13-3-3, 8-1-2 C-USA)
will enter the tournament as the No. l
seed and have a first-round bye. They
play the winner of the quarterfinal
between Rice and SMU QJl Friday

ALEX SCHIERHOLTZ / CEITTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's seniors were honored before Friday night's victory against Southern Miss.The win gave the Knights
their fourth regular season title in six years as well as the top seed in this week's (-USA Championship.

night at the UCF Soccer Complex.
The Knights controlled the pace
early on against Southern Miss (3-14-2,
0-10-1 C-USA) and never let go.
The first goal came in th,e fourth
minute when Newsome scored her
ninth goal of the season
Four minutes later, Newsome
helped out another senior when she
assisted on Homer's first goal of the
year.
.
''That was such a wonderful
opportunity," Newsome said. "I feel

like the early attack pumped up the
team and helped us keep the pedal
down for the entire ha]£''
Newsome's goal and two assists
came within the first 26 minutes ofthe
match.
Martorana contnbuted to the effort
with two first-half goals. The first
came in the 26th minute when she
took a pass from Schooley, faked the
keepe~ and put the ball the back ofthe
net. She later scored off another
Schooley assist in the 40th nu_yute.

'We just went out there and had a
lot of fun, it was our senior night,"
. Martorana said after the match. "It
wasn't as emotional as most, because
we knew this wasn't our last game on,
the field, but we still wanted to go out
there and have fun."
,
Though Schooley has seen the
Knights win three C-USA regular season championships, she and the rest
of the senior class have never witnessed a UCF conference tournament
victory.
"That's our next goal," she said.
'We're gonna take this week to prepare and use the home-field advantage to come out hard on Friday."
"This has to be our year," Newsome said. "To be able to have the
privilege to host the tournament is
really big. I feel like we're going to
have the same senior night atmosphere plus _a little bit more, because
we're fighting for something huge:'
The two first-round games are
Wednesday at 5 p.m. and 7:30 p.m., followed by the semifinals at the same
times on Friday.
The championship game is 2 p.rn.
Sunday.
.
Students get in[lee to all matchesi,,

...
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Knights gaining national respect by winning games
When ~e _Knights fell
to 2-2 earlier In the season
after a tough loss to
Kansas State, some fans
10st heart.
Odthers said the Kni~ts
nee ed to run the table ID
~onference play to save the
idea that ~ seaso;11 co~d
b~ some~g SI?ecial Still,
ei~t strargh! wms seemed
a little dauntmg.
. .
After_ Saturday's _b1g_VIctory ag~t East Carolina,
the Knights are ~ow
hftlfway the~e, WI~ no
signs oflettmg their foot
off the gas._
The Kni~ts are undefeated at 4-0 ID Conference
USA play, but that doesn't
even tell the whole story.
They've won all four of
those games by at least
two touchdowns, and they
beat U~ by 35.
The Pirates were the
first real test for the
Knights in conference play,

·

STEVEN RVZEWSKI
Football columnist

with UAB, Marshall and
Rice essentially playing the
role of three bad teams the
Knights were supposed to
beat up on.
And while the Pirates
went blow for blow with
the Knights for a time Saturday, they trailed from
start to fmish, never getting closer than a touchdown.
It was an impressive
win for a few reasons.
First, the defense battled all game to keep a
very good offense in
check

Houston looms as
Knights' next test

came to the Knight in
2007. On Saturday, in a pivotal game against a team
UCF hadn't beat in years,
he ran for a career-high
180 yards and two touchdowns on 30 carries. Sure,
the passing game was
exciting. But watching
Weaver consistently gain
at least five yards on every
carry was too.
Godfrey looked good
again. He was efficient, on
8-of-12 passing and no
interceptions, and he ran
the offense for the entirety
of the game in an impressive manner.
The Pirates, prior to
Saturday, were on the cusp
of the top 25. They had
received votes in both the
coaches poll and The
Associated Press poll
By coming out and controlling the game from
start to fmish, the Knights
are one step closer to

being there themselves.
They had popped up in
the "others receiving
votes" portion of the polls
last week and were ranked
43rd by CBSSports.com,
which ranks all FBS teams.
This week, the Knights
are on the cusp on being
ranked in the t_o p 25 in
both polls.
So here they stand with
four games left. Houston,
Southern Miss, Tulane and
Memphis remain on the
schedule. The first two
will be legitimate competition for the Knights, while
the latter two are a combined 4-12.
The Knights stand at
the halfway point of conference play, staring down
an undefeated conference
run and the return of the
C-USA Championship to
Bright House Networks
Stadium.
Surely, that would sell-

out the stadium, although
one has to wonder why
Saturday's must-win game
again gave way to another
lack-luster attendance
effort from the fan base
(announced at roughly
40,000, but was probably
less than that).
It really can't be overstated how big Saturday's
win was.
Many players, especially the upperclassmen who
have been here to lose the
past few years to the
Pirates, called it the
biggest game of their
careers. As a result, this
program is one on the
verge. UCF didn't beat the
BCS teams like they
should have this season,
but nevertheless they can
still take this program to
unprecedented heights by
season's end.
Now that route runs
through Houston.

Godfrey to Aiken sparks Knights
FROM

AB

"track meet," or a back-andforth scoring affair, nearly
allowed all season.
did, until the Knights leapt
Davis threw for 310 yards in front late in the third
and three scores, picking quarter.
apart the secondary with
With the win and Souththe short passes that ECU's ern Miss' loss to UAB, the
spread offense utilizes.
Knights can still lose one
'We've got to get to the game and remain in control
chalkboard a little bit more of their own destiny in Con defense," O'Leary said. USA
"They were throwing it all
UCF will now prepare
over the place out there:'
for a Friday date with the
Davis, a transfer from Houston Cougars, in which
Boston College, has picked the Knights will look to
up right where former hold on to their ranking as
Pirates quarterback Patrick No. l in the conference.
Pinkney left ofI
''No. l," senior linebacker
Davis has already Derrick Hallman said.
thrown for 2,333 yards and "Only team in conference
21 touchdowns this season. we haven't beat yet .... I still
A game that O'Leary can't believe it, it's kind of
warned couldn't turn into a surreal··- No. l"
FROM

Sure, the Pirates put up
35, but the Knights made
stops when it counted,
specifically halting a late
comeback attempt And
they had the help of what
is turning into a very
potent offense.
The Knights received
the opening kick and, led
by freshmen quarterback
Jeff Godfrey, marched
down the field for a touchdown. They forced the
Pirates to punt, and one
play later, Godfrey sidestepped a charging ECU
rusher and delivered a
dagger to Kamar Aiken for
a 40-yard touchdown pass,
easily the play of the game.
Like that, the Knights
were up 14-0, the tone was
set, and the statement was
made: the Knights offense
is something to be feared.
Just ask Ronnie Weaver.
If you didn't know. Weaver
was a walk-on wh~n he

AB

defense looked sloppy,
especially in the secondary, the Knights relied on
their powerful ground
attack to maintain the
lead.
The Pirates gained 310
through the air, but UCF
was ready for the
shootout and answered by
amassing 424 yards of
offense, including 265
yards on the ground.
The offensive line gave
Godfrey time to complete
his passes, and it created
holes for the running
backs.

The momentum-changer
The 40-yard touchdown from Godfrey to
Aiken.
After the Knights went
up 7-0, the stadium was

The deal-sealer

loud, and following a
quick three-and-out by
ECU, the stadium was
eager to see the Knights
build on the lead and try
to bury a tough Pirates
team.
Lined up in the pistol
formation, Godfrey took
the snap and faked the
handoff to Weaver.
The play action froze
the safety enough to allow
Aiken to have about two
yards of separation, and
without hesitating, Godfrey heaved the ball
toward the end zone, hitting a streaking Aiken,
who caught the ball over
his shoulder and kept his
feet in bounds.
This set off an eruption in the stadium and
put the Pirates in a hole
they could never climb
out of.

Late in the fourth quarter, ECU scored and
recovered the onside kick
and were in shape to
score again when the UCF
defense fmally stepped
up.
Facing a fourth-and-5
at the UCF 12, ECU ran a
swing pass to Justin Jones
and he was quickly
knocked down by a host
of Knights for a loss of 3
yards.
The play ended ECU's
chance at a comeback and
allowed UCF to just knee
the ball and walk away
with the victory.

first team in C-USA to
become bowl eligible, and
if they win their remaining games, they host the
C-USA Championship.
The next game for
UCF is Friday in Houston,
where they face the
Cougars (5-3, 4-1 C-USA).

Noteworthy

- The Knights have
won 10 consecutive CUSA games, a streak during which they have averaged 38.9 points per
game.
- On average, sophomore Latavius Murray,
who scored three times
Saturday, scores a touchdown every six carries.
What lies ahead
- Kamar Aiken's touchWith Southern Miss
losing to UAB, the down catch was the 16th of
Knights have control of his career, moving him into
a tie for eighth all time at
their own destiny.
The Knights are the UCF in the category.

LUCKILY THE GM COLLEGE DISCOUNT DOESN'T.
In fact, it's the best college discount from any car company; and can save you
hundreds - even thousands - on a new Chevrolet? Buick or GMC. If you're in
college, a grad program or even if you're a recent grad, take advantage of this
discount today and get a great deal on a new ride to call your own. Check it out:

COLLEGE DISCOUNT

,
,..

., 2010 Chevrolet Camaro LS
"

(Discount Example)

CSMC 2010 CiMC Terrain SLE FWD
(Discount Example)

$23,855.00
$23,330.24
$ 524.76

MSRP (sticker price on vehicle)

$ 24.995.00
$24.208.95

Don't forget ... you can also combine your discount with most current incentives.

Discover your discount today at gmcollegediscount.com/UCF
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OUR STANCE

Rape jokes still
aren't funny

,'N

o means yes, yes
means anal."
That's what a
group of fraternity pledges at Yale University
chanted while marching
around campus.
These men were pledges
for Delta Kappa Epsilon,
and as part of their initiation, the men were blindfolded and led through an
area that houses mostly
first-year female students as
they chanted the aforementioned phrase as well as
"My name is Jack, I'm a
necrophiliac, I f**k dead
women."
The incident occurred
Oct. 13, and since then, a
video posted on YouTube
by the Yale Daily News has
rec~ived more than 115,000
hits.
This kind of behavior,
especially coming from
young men at one of the
best schools in the country,
is deplorable.
Rape is one of the worst
crimes a human being can
commit against another, and
for fraternity brothers at
such a prestigious school to
trivialize such an atrocious
practice is sickening.
College-aged women particularly freshmen - run
a high risk of becoming a
victim of a sex crime considering many of them are
on their own for the first
time, unfamiliar with the
area and may be engaging in
alcohol use.
According to the Crisis
Connection website, one i,n
four women in college have

been a victim of rape and 43
percent of college men have
admitted using forceful tactics, such as violence, to
have sex.
Regardless of what the
pledges were chanting, no
doesn't mean yes.
Just because a girl is
drunk doesn't mean she's
consenting.
And if a girl does say no,
that's that. She shouldn't
receive harassment or pestering for exercising her
right to decide who she has
sex with.
These young men, as
well as many others need to
grow up; if you're not
mature enough to respect a
woman, then you shouldn't
be having sex.
As for the fraternity
brothers at Yale, they met
with the school's Women's
Center shortly after the incident to issue a formal apology.
In an e-mail, DKE President Jordan Forney
described the incident as
"inappropriate, disrespectful
and very hurtful to others."
"It was a serious lapse in
judgment by the fraternity
and in very poor taste," he
said, making sure to add
that the fraternity does not
condone sex crimes against
women.
According to a statement
issued by the board of directors on the fraternity's official website, DKE's new
member activities have
been suspended indefinitely.
Because of university
policy and federal law,

Yale's dean, Mary Miller, is
unable to comment on any
disciplinary actions taken
by the university.
We think all the members of the fraternity should
be held responsible for their
crude actions and blatant
disrespect.
Incidents like these that
include extreme insensitivity to participation in sex
crimes are one of the many
reasons victims are afraid to
speak out about their hardships.
Rape is not something to
joke about, and the chants
recited by the pledges at
Yale were not funny or
clever in any way.
Comments like that, even
when made in jest, have
serious repercussions, and
these students need to
understand that.
Members of the Yale
community are outraged,
and we believe the university needs to send a strong
message by giving these
men a punishment appropriate for their atrocious
stunt, especially considering
there was another incident
in 2008 involving fraternity
members being insensitive
toward women.
Two years ago, pledges
for Zeta Psi gathered in
front of the Women's Center and held up a sign reading, 'We love Yale sluts."
Young men, and men in
general, need to stop taking
advantage of their female
counterparts and start
learning respect and common decency.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Take your vote
seriously
T

•
•

uesday is a day all
Americans should
know and love: Election Day.
People all across the
country will line up and submit their votes for the candidate they think has the most
potential to make progress in
office.
One thing most spectators
have noticed about this political season is the amount of
sleazy political campaign ads
all over our televisions.
The problem we have
with most of these ads is that
instead of a candidate listing
their initiatives for office,
they would rather attack
their opponents without
explaining why they would
be a better option.
Watching television for
the past few months reminds
us ofhigh school drama, just
instead of immature children
vying for prom king or
queen, we have adults who
want our votes for state or
national government.
We wish candidates
would have really taken the
time to provide pertinent
information instead of
addressing or spreading
rumors.
Since ads this season were
less than informative, we
encourage you to seek more
information aside from what
,_ you see on TV'before casting

your ballot.
Voting is an essential part
of our democracy, and as an
American citizen, you should
take the time to vote for the
candidate you think is most
worthy.
At the same time, you
must be sure you believe the
person you're voting for will
actually serve the best in
their position.
This means that before
voting, you need to take the
time to research the candidates and issues in order to
ensure you make an
informed decision.
Watching the candidatesponsored ads is not enough;
you should seek information
that is both accurate and
unbiased.
We hate the idea of voters
- especially students showing up on Election Day
without a true understanding
of the issues or candidates at
hand.
There are six amendments to Florida's constitution on the ballot.
Some of the major issues
include class sizes in schools,
campaign funds for government candidates and the
redrawing of election districts.
Some of candidates
include Rick Scott and Alex
Sink for governor, Pam Bondi
and Dan Gelberfor attorney

general, and Marco Rubio,
Kendrick Meek and Charlie
Crist for U.S. Senate.
If you live in Orange
County and you are unsure
of where to vote, visit ocfelections.com, which will
show you your polling site
once you enter your address.
We won't tell you whom
to vote for; that is your decision, and we hope you'll put
time and effort in to the
process.
As long as you're making
the decision you think will
be best for our local and
national government, we
don't care who you vote for.
Suffrage is something
many groups have worked
years to achieve, and as citizens it is our duty to exercise
that right and make sure the
people in office are trustworthy.
Women spent more than
70 years fighting for suffrage,
and African-Americans were
often barred from voting
through literacy tests and
poll taxes.
To not take advantage of
something so many people
worked so hard for is a disgrace to the entire movement.
We hope that as the
nation's youth, you will all
take the time to influence the
polls by casting an informed
vote on Tuesday.

DREW SHENEMAN / THE STAR LEDGER

Abuse victims: don't
be afraid to get help
tionship.
According to CBS
For most, it is not that
News, 30 percent of teens
easy, and for some it has
report abuse in relationled to fatal consequences.
ships.
To help yourself
That means three out
become aware of
of every 10 young people
whether or not you may
will experience some
be at risk, here are some
sort of abuse while datof the most common
ing.
warning signs of abuse:
The numbers say that
constant put downs,
approximately 30 percent
AIJANAJOHNSON
Guest Columnist
extreme jealousy or insereport this abuse; my
curity, explosive tempers,
concern is the percentage
financial control and possessivewho do not.
According to breakthecycle.org,
ness.
Another really big warning sign
dating violence is a pattern of abuto look out for is a partner who isosive behaviors used to exert power
lates you from family and friends.
and control over a dating partner.
Abusers often use this tactic to
Violence in relationships can
tum into a vicious cycle if victims
make it difficult for you to reach out
do not reach out for help.
for help.
Although the majority of abuse
While physical violence is what
comes to mind when people think
victims are women, dating violence
is not just men perpetrating vioof abuse, it is not the only type of
lence against women.
abuse that occurs in relationships.
Women are also perpetrators of
There is emotional and sexual
violence against men.
abuse as well.
Breakthecycle.org describes
The high likelihood of violence
physical abuse as any intentional
in relationships can stem from seeuse of physical force with the intent ing domestic violence in one's own
to cause fear or injury, like hitting,
home.
shoving, biting, strangling, kicking
One factor contributing to vioor using a weapon.
lence against women, according to
Emotional abuse is described as
the article, is that young people are
non-physical behaviors such as
growing up in a world where viothreats, insults, constant monitorlence is everywhere.
ing, humiliation, intimidation, isolaTeens are constantly bombarded
tion or stalking, and sexual abuse as with pop culture images objectifyany action that impacts a person's
ing and degrading women. I can't
ability to control their sexual activi- say I disagree.
ty or the circumstances in which
According to the article, calls and
sexual activity occurs, including
emails to the National Teen Dating
rape, coercion or restricting access
Abuse Helpline went up nearly 600
to birth control.
percent from March 2007 to March
A new form of abuse to come to
2009.
the forefront is digital abuse. VicDating violence is very real and
tims of digital abuse receive threats
very dangerous.
by text messages or by being stalked
If you or someone you know is
on Facebook or MySpace.
suffering from abuse, there is help.
Many victims may think that
Victims can call the National
they're alone, but even famous peoDomestic Violence Hotline at 800ple have been known to deal with
799-7233 or the National Teen Datissues of relationship abuse, such as ing Abuse Helpline at 866-331-9474.
Rihanna and Chris Brown whose
UCF Victim Services is available
physical altercation was made very
to help students in need at 407-823public in February 2009.
2425.
Rihanna had the courage to do
Victim Services even provides an
what many individuals in abusive
on-call advocate 24--7 for more serirelationships do not have the
ous cases by calling 407-823-5555.
courage to do - she ended her relaNo one deserves to be a victim.

ON UCFNEWS.COM ,

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

Police make room for
new station, offices
They really think a new building will get them better officers?
Wow, they are more naive than I
thought. First, they have the stigma of being a campus police
department. Second, they seem to
be run by a bunch of inept
morons. Recruiting in any organization has to do with people and
performance, not concrete and
paint. Sounds like the college cops
need to go to school to learn what
is really important in building and
running an organization. Some of
the best run military combat missions were planned and conducted out of a tent.
-ANoNvMous

Council holds forum
on domestic violence
Y.P. Biden recently called violence against women, "the very
worst abuse." The very worst
abuse is valuing one life less than
another for having been born the
wrong sex. Under Biden's
Violence Against Women Act the

•

•

wrong sex is men. Shelter and
services are virtually non-existent
for male victims of domestic violence so those options out of a
bad relationship, that are routinely
available to women, are very often
not available to men. Men wind
up gender profiled and often
falsely accused by the taxpayer
funded, d.v. industry, because of
gender feminist ideology controlling the d;v. industry. Men are
often battered by domestic violence, and then battered again by
thetaxpayerfunded,domestic
violence industry as shown in
''Los Misandry," at Youtube.
-ANONYMOUS

Have pride for your
school
This is a joke, right?
'.'Allegiance" to a university? It's
Just a school, folks, not a religion.
If it bothers you that much to see
someone wearing a shirt from
another university, you should
really l~k into some better things
to do with your free time.
-ANONYMOUS
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ACROSS

.years
19Glmorale
booster
20 Disorderly sort
21 How fries are
fried

22 Basic earring
23 Space-saving
abbr.
25 V-shaped slits
27School
assignment that
may elicit groans
32OId Prizm
automaker
33 Trait transmitter
34 "That stings!"
36 Tat,.grabber's

words
38 Alabama march
city
41 Small songbird
43 Quite a distance
off
45 Honored guests'
platfom,
47 Seasonal sprite
48Symphony
venue
52 Visits
unexpectedly
54 RV connection?
55 Isn't up to snuff

56_-press

59 Home run hitters'
hitters

66 Sci-fi creatures

67 Church doctrine
68 Senator Hatch
69 One of the 64-

Across

70 Secretly watch
71 Trans Am roof

options

DOWN

(386)500{l985

TomW.

Mary Ann W.

ONSrTEAL..CTION: ~ mes.
Excelent 1irtler &
lad, Wa-µ Carty, GA

7

1 Flies high
6 Taking things
wrong?
11 Work on hems
14 Enthusiastic
about
15 Espionage
double agents
16 ' Double Fantasy"
artistYoko
17 TV's Della Street
for nearly 40

17-, 27- and 48Across
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4:1 Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

CROSSWORD

64 Theme of this
puzzle hidden in

ATTEI\ITlON:FOREIGN

SJ.3

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

63 _ chi: martial art

(407)2$6985. Ask la-Steve
Llnlaal a811ail sleven.inlaal@il!pmis.com. ¼it
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• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday
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First issue:
Each addl issue:
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For Sale: General
A
For Sale: Pets
A
Servkes
8
Announcements
A
Traver
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1 Second-stringers

By Gall Grabowski
2 Fall birthstone
3 Woodstock hair
style
4 Burglar
5 Majorca Mrs.
6 Mtge. fraud
Investigator
7 Bit of seasonal
lau9hter
8 "Seinfeld" woman
9Chap
1o"The Waste
Land" poet's
monogram
11 TV setting for
"M"A"S'H"
12 Happen next
13 Links selections
18Wealth
22 Twisted fastener
24 Follow (along),
like a little
brother
26Common
Christmas gift
27 Self-esteem
28 TV princess with
a sidekick
named Gabrielle

29Silly
30 Hatt and half
31 Pinochle combos
35 In good health
37O.K.Corral
brothers
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40 Respiratory

cavity
42 Cowboys' org.
44Coke
alternatives

46 Used a rocker
49 Rap genre

50 Couch potato's
lack, evidently
51 Lyndon's 1964
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• Luxury Estate - 4 BR, 4/2 BA
• Elevator, Billiard Rm, Wine
Cellar, 4 Fireplaces and more
• Golf, Spa & Sports Complex,
Lake Access, Security &More

Lake Rabun, GA
2± Acre Lakefront Compound
• Main House, 3 Bedroom, 3 Bath
• Pavilion with Guest Suite, Great
Room, Kitchen, & Sun Rm
• Carriage House, 1 BR & 1.5 BA
• Tennis Court and Boat House

~~

GRAND ESTATES
AUCTION COMPANY
1:
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nice
60 Prefix with

dynamic
61 Ballroom blunder
62 IRS data
64 QB's scores
65 Fresh from the

running mate

oven
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Event to be held at UCF'sMemory Mall in front of the Arena.
UCF is the 3rd largest college in the nation with over
students, faculty, staff and employees!
contact greatly increases ations i s

Lake Burton, GA

call for a FREE brochure

877-641-2851
GrandEscacesAucrion.com
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58 Not the least bit

The top-quality & top-value pai,n creme

No Minimum! No Reserve!
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Last issue solved
39 Yoga class
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Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Ounce for Ounce - Compare and Save!
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(888)392-9944
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ON-CAMPUS SHUTTLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:
Buses Operate
Continuously,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)
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Burnett Honors College

I

Lake Claire Apartments
. @ Arena/Tower
: @ COHPA/Engineering{CREOL
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AV17Nlke Community
:
6 Marketplace/Student Resource Center (SRC)l
l · Welcome Center/Millican Hall
'
1 s TeachingAcademytwelcome Centef
1 ® Transit Center/Education Bldg.

Summer2010
TA.M.• 4 P.M.
For additional information visit
http://~.ucf.edu/Slwttlt.h!ntl
occontact 407-1123-2131
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